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Who was working in Ward c /
Lauren’s Unlock

Read the police report, and then look at the map to figure out who was in Ward C
the night of the fire.

1.

This includes the people who might have only been in Ward C for part of the
night.

2.



The Doctor’s Name / Seth’s Puzzle

Use the pillcase Seth gives you with the “Happy Rules” poster.1.
Place the pillcase so that Sunday covers a T and Saturday covers an A. Use the
letters that Thursday and Friday are covering. Do this for the other letters Seth
mentions.

2.



Detective Notes/ Who is who?

You will need to read Tia's interview and read the unlock from Lauren to know
which nickname goes with which person.

1.

You will need to have solved Seth's puzzle to get the Doctor’s name.2.



Joseph Hayes

Joseph does not use real math, so you need to figure out how he does his math.
There are a few things to pay attention to. First, one of the quotes on the
whiteboard isn’t like the others. It’s a quote from Joseph himself, and it’s useful in
working the multi-step problems.

1.

Second, Joseph has several examples of his math work. If you look at them, you
can figure out how his math works. 

2.

Use the numbers you get and compare them to the staff ID numbers.3.



Susan Tutor

Start with all of the pops down in the pop-it. Look at the pop-it like a keypad
numbered 1-9.

1.

Pop up the pops that match the numbers.2.
You will create five letters that will eliminate a suspect.3.



Marty Hester

Listen to Blackthorn’s notes about Marty, read Marty’s interview, and read the
suspects’ interviews to know what Marty doesn’t trust.

1.

Kya Carney's interview mentions something else Marty is suspicious of.2.
Once you have eliminated everything Marty doesn’t like, you will be left with
seven letters that make a two-word answer. 

3.



Computer

The note on the computer tells you to start by trying anything and then follow
along with the hints given by the computer. 

1.

You will receive a hint, and it will remain the only hint you see until you satisfy it;
i.e., the first hint tells you that the password has nine characters. 

2.

All hints given are:3.
The password length is 9 characters.
Include at least one capital letter.
Include at least one number.
The digits in the number should add up to 9.
Include at least one special character (/ ? . ! # $ &).
The special character should be at the end.
The special character should be exciting.
The number should be at position 8.
The number is equal to the number of rings around Saturn Hills.
There are only five unique letters in the word, and one letter is used three times.
Man am I getting tired; I should get DRESSED FOR BED.



Detective Notes/ Name of Eliminated
+ location of hidden notes

You need to have eliminated two suspects and found the location of the hidden room
in Ward C before you can do this.



Phrenology / Audio Tape Puzzle

You will need to listen to the audio tape in the old room and use the phrenology
head map in the book as well as the one taped to the back of Dr. Stillwater’s
photo in the room. Click/tap on the photo of Stillwater in the room to see the
diagram taped on the back. 

1.

The audio tape starts listing the qualities of an ideal patient. Each quality listed
appears on the head map in the book. Make a note of the qualities listed, and
when you have them all, you can look at the head map on the back of the photo
to see what message you can get. “Tune” = “O”, etc. 

2.

Transcript from Tape:
I am starting to fear that the loss of so many subjects is going to bring about some
undue attention. The latest round of experiments is yielding some positive results, I
believe. I am conducting an experiment now. I intend to begin hiding my findings; I
can't run the risk of them being found until my work is done. In the event something
happens to me, the ideal patient can help. The ideal patient should be one who is in
tune, can imitate, is of a certain size, and values friendship. They should also be
mirthful and amative with spirituality, and they need to be secretive. Finally, the ideal
patient will display vitality, be in tune, be agreeable, spiritual, display good continuity,
have a good appetite, and be of good size.



Filing Cabinet

You will need to have solved the audio tape/Phrenology puzzle before
attempting this.

1.

You are told to “OPEN USING VOLTAGE.” This is found in the notebook of Dr.
Stillwater. 

2.

The voltage is found in the notebook and says “one hundred fifty point five” or
1505.

3.



Suspect Eliminations

Kya Carney - Eliminated by Susan’s pop-it and card puzzle. 

Fergus Nolan -  Eliminated by Joseph’s math puzzle. 

Eva Boone - Eliminated using her distaste for smoking and the fact that someone had

been smoking in the hidden room recently. The trash can contains the evidence of

smoking. 

Isaac Hickman - Eliminated by the x-ray found in the locked filing cabinet that

indicates the person is married (wedding ring on left hand). 



X-Ray Puzzle

Use the mini X-ray, the audio from the doll in the room, and the pages with
black squares to solve this puzzle.

1.

the doll audio mentions different body parts place the X-ray on the black
squares that match the body parts mentioned. Then, hold the page and X-ray
up to the light to see what letter the hand is pointing at.

2.

The hand should also be on the right side, pointing down. The first letter you
will get is E.  

3.



Solution

You will need to have solved all of the puzzles before you can do this.1.
You should also have eliminated all the suspects but one. 2.


